Meeting Commenced at 2:24 due to delays while waiting for other parents to show up.

Welcome and Overview of Agenda

Introductions
- Sheri Sample
- Amber Mason
- Jamie Williams

Upcoming Events
- SLCC Event September 28th - STEM discussed details of event, speakers, location
- Scholarship Nights - Discussed details like what all would be included, who would be invited.

Recommend a Scholarship Night at 5-8 for later students and potentially parents, try to get at least 1 student from each of the clubs who will commit to attending.

Perhaps different schools/clubs pushed for different nights, or ask the different officers of the clubs to commit to different nights.

Recommend we list some of the cut-off dates on the flyer that goes out to students.
Mail the flyer to the parents, and make sure it is clear that applying now is necessary, not waiting until it’s too late.

By-laws
2:34 briefly discussed the by-laws outline, asked Tobler to read over it on her own and return with comments/changes/etc by next meeting.

Parent Committee Responsibilities
- Opening Social–tentative date September 27th from 5:30-7:30
- Fundraising - looking forward to any information.
- Community Involvement Opportunities - anything parents know, we would love to know and post on our website. As many of the events are word-of-mouth many students miss out on information and community involvement.

  Recommend that we attend different community events in order to build trust and a working relationship with the different tribes.

  Suggested that discussing how we can help their children and explain the benefits of a paid-for education (scholarship opportunities, etc)

  NIEA, Indian Walk in Center, Chuck Foster

Native American Committee
  Election of officers

Progress so far
  Website - 2:52 went over website
  Outreach to schools - Sheri & Krista have had their meetings and have outlined the program to the principals,
Counselors, secretaries, etc.

Outreach to parents-506 forms - Recommend we sent the forms to the parents via physical mail with an explanatory letter detailing the reasons and benefits for the identification numbers.

Coordination with USOE - USBE, waiting for the new forms.

Roadmap for the Year

Our goals and outreach- 3:07

Recommend our information be announced via morning announcements at schools. This may bring in more Native American students.

Attendance - work on tracking more closely

506 forms

Schedule Next Meeting - Not on Tuesdays. Potentially Mondays at 4:30/5 PM as a common time for meetings.

Signing off on by-laws

Questions and Suggestions

Meeting adjournment: 3:34 PM